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Abstract We describe the solutions of a numerical two-layer primitive-equation6

model of an idealized Strait of Gibraltar and an adjacent eastward basin.7

The quasi-steady circulation pattern in the basin features an anticyclonic gyre8

southward of the strait exit, and an eastward boundary current attached to the9

southern boundary of the basin. A variation of the initial upper-layer depth10

and the target interface height at the eastern boundary cause minor changes11

of the upper-layer circulation in a basin with rectangular coastline, and larger12

changes when a cape is added to the coastline of the southern boundary.13

Keywords Strait of Gibraltar · Alboran Sea · Alboran Gyre · Two-layer14

model15

1 Introduction16

The Alboran Sea is the westernmost regional basin in the Western Mediter-17

ranean. It is bounded by the Strait of Gibraltar in the West and enclosed18

by the coast of the Iberian Peninsula to the North and the Moroccan and19

Algerian coasts to the South. Open boundaries connect the Alboran basin20

with the Algero-Balearic basin to the East and Northeast. The exchange be-21

tween the Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea through the Strait of Gibraltar22

is the dominant driving force for the surface circulation in the Alboran Sea23
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(Parrilla and Kinder, 1987). It is mainly driven by evaporative buoyancy loss24

in the Mediterranean region, leading to large salinity differences between the25

Atlantic and the Mediterranean.26

The resulting density difference between Atlantic Water (AW) and Mediter-27

ranean Water (MW) creates a two-way exchange flow between the Atlantic and28

Mediterranean basin, that can be described, in the crudest manner, as a 2-29

layer exchange flow. The saline MW flows into the Atlantic basin in the lower30

layer, and the fresh AW flows into the Mediterranean basin in the upper layer.31

Although the density of the AW entering the Alboran Sea gradually increases32

during its passage through the Alboran Sea, the density difference between33

this Modied Atlantic Water (MAW) and the MW remains large for a substan-34

tial part of the Alboran Sea. On the other hand, the differences between the35

Mediterranean Water masses within the Alboran are small (Millot, 2009), and36

it may be appropriate to integrate them into one single lower layer if the focus37

lies on the variability of the upper-layer flow. In such cases, a two-layer model38

approximation is applicable not only for the strait exchange flow but also for39

the understanding of the dynamics of the surface circulation in the Alboran.40

The bulk of AW migrates jet-like in eastward direction through the Alb-41

oran Sea forming meanders and a temporally varying number of anticyclonic42

gyres (e.g. Lanoix, 1974; Perkins et al, 1990; Viudez et al, 1996). Both models43

and observations confirm that the Alboran Sea surface circulation tends to44

adjust to one of two typical quasi-stable circulation patterns: A single gyre45

situation (the western anticyclonic gyre immediately eastward of the exit of46

the strait) most common in winter time, and a double- (some times even47

triple-) configuration typical of summer periods. Renault et al (2012) argue48

that these patterns are perturbed by interannual variability, but remain ro-49

bust at the decadal scale. The causes for the dominance of these patterns are50

not entirely clear, but variability of exchanges and variable atmospheric forc-51

ing (especially on seasonal time-scales) is likely to be essential to explain the52

periodic recurrence of surface-circulation patterns. However, a factor that is53

usually not taken into account is the dependence of the exchange and of the54

quasi-stable circulation patterns on the downstream conditions (with respect55

to the upper-layer flow through the strait), chiefly, on the depth of the inter-56

face in the eastern basin. In this work, we address this issue and study the57

time-mean adjustment of a simple two-layer system to different conditions in58

the eastern region of the basin, expressed by a variation of the restoring height59

of the interface at the eastern boundary. The motivation for formulating such60

a model is that the main driver for the surface circulation, i.e. the flow through61

the strait, is very sensitive to this restoring height. It is therefore important62

to isolate the effects of this parameter by varying it within an ensemble of63

otherwise identical experiments, thus allowing an assessment of how it affects64

the intensity of the exchange flow and the flow in the basin.65

Preller (1986) and Heburn and La Violette (1990) used two-layer mod-66

els of varying degree of realism, and showed that these models are capable67

of producing upper-layer flows that resemble the surface circulation in the68

Alboran Sea. Their models are forced by a prescribed flow through an outlet69
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representing the exit of the Strait of Gibraltar, and the initial depth of the70

upper-layer is 200 m. The present study is an effort to refine this modelling71

approach by (1) including a strait in the model topography and thereby gen-72

erating an inflow that is consistent with hydraulic principles, and (2) using a73

simple eastern boundary condition that represents a reservoir condition in the74

Algero-Balearic basin and allows a variation of the inital upper-layer depth in75

the basin.76

The solution of our model features the adjustment from the initial condition77

to the quasi-steady-state and the internal variability thereof. We focus on the78

dependence of the quasi-steady-state on the boundary condition (the interface79

depth at the eastern boundary), and also discuss how the results depend on80

density difference between the layers and coastline geometry of our model.81

In section 2, we further motivate the experimental design and detail the82

numerical model. Section 3 briefly describes the adjustment of the flow to83

quasi-steady state, sections 4,5 and 6 present results from sensitivity experi-84

ments regarding the interface height in the eastern basin, the density difference85

between the two layers and the coastline geometry, respectively. In section 786

we discuss the results.87

2 Model88

Our model consists of a rectangular basin that is connected to a strait on one89

end and bounded by a restoring zone for the interface on the opposite side90

(Fig. 1). It is clear that an explicit representation of the strait in the model91

is desirable, since the flow through the strait is the main driving force for the92

circulation in the Alboran sea. The Strait of Gibraltar is short and wide enough93

for the flow to be dominated by frictionless hydraulic principles, and narrow94

enough to lessen the importance of rotation as compared to the flow in the95

much wider adjacent basins (Whitehead et al, 1974; Farmer and Armi, 1986;96

Timmermans and Pratt, 2005). While rotation acts to tilt the free surface97

and the interface between the two exchanging fluids in across-strait direction98

and thereby adjusts the flow towards geostrophy, the along-strait variations99

of the free surface (interface) are the dominant variables in determining the100

barotropic (baroclinic) structure of the flow in the strait. The adjustment of101

the flow through the Strait of Gibraltar to different reservoir conditions is a102

classic and well-studied topic in physical oceanography (Farmer and Armi,103

1986, 1988; Bormans and Garrett, 1989b). However, when reservoir conditions104

are prescribed at a long distance (i.e. multiple deformation radii) away from the105

strait, then the question arises whether such distant reservoir conditions affect106

the flow through the strait in a similar manner as local reservoir conditions107

placed immediately at the entrance (exit) of the strait. It seems natural to108

think that this is the case, i.e. that the exchange flow through the strait will109

become maximal as the interface height at the distant boundary of the basin110

containing the dense fluid increases. It is essential to note, however, that the111

flow in the basin between the strait and the eastern boundary is governed by112
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different dynamics than the strait flow; At the characteristic spatial scales of113

the basin, the influence of rotation is larger and the flow is closer to geostrophy114

than in the strait. In formulating the model, we look for the simplest possible115

configuration to study how the information at the eastern boundary condition116

is linked by the flow and the corresponding layer-thickness distribution in the117

Alboran to the reservoir condition in direct vicinity of the strait.118

The flow through the Strait of Gibraltar exhibits temporal variability on a119

range of scales caused by different phenomena, including tides (Candela et al,120

1990), atmospheric pressure fluctuations (Candela et al, 1989; Garćıa Lafuente121

et al, 2002b) and seasonal signals in the across-strait sea level slope or the122

density contrast between AW and MW (Bormans et al, 1986; Garćıa Lafuente123

et al, 2002a). The observed variability often involves barotropic fluctuations of124

the velocity profile within the Strait. The experiment described in the present125

study does not incorporate these mechanisms responsible for variability, and126

the flow through the strait is purely baroclinic.127

The present model does not include variable bottom topography, except in128

the region of the strait and its surroundings. A further simplification is that129

the model does not include surface forcing.130

We use the Hallberg Isopycnal Model (HIM, Hallberg 1995) with two im-131

miscible layers of uniform density on a β-plane. Fig. 1b shows the model do-132

main including the restoring zones for velocity and interface height, which are133

indicated by white dots. The bathymetry is horizontally symmetric with re-134

spect to the line y=0 km. Considering the shape of the coastline, the domain135

features 3 distinct regions: a western basin, the narrow strait featuring a sill136

and a contraction, and an eastern basin.137

The western basin has a maximal meridional extent of 166 km and a zonal138

extent of about 70 km, including a 30 km wide restoring zone at the western139

boundary. At y=0 km, the depth of this basin slopes linearly from about 510 m140

at the western boundary to about 380 m at the entrance of the strait. At each141

x-position, the meridional cross section of the basin bathymetry has triangular142

shape.143

Fig. 1d shows a close-up of the topography in the strait. At each zonal144

position, the depth is maximal at y=0 km. The shallowest point at y=0 km145

is 284 m deep and annotated in the figure as the model sill. Westward of the146

sill, the width of the strait decreases, and the arrow labeled as contraction147

indicates the x-position at which the depth reaches 880 m at y=0 km. The148

coastlines to the north and south of the sill (the contraction) are parallel and149

the distance between them is 22 km (14 km), corresponding to 11 (7) wet grid150

cells. The distance between the sill and the point of 880 m depth is 20 km.151

As in the western basin, the meridional cross sections of the bathymetry have152

triangular shape. Note that a triangular strait topography has been used pre-153

viously by various authors (Bormans and Garrett, 1989b; Bryden and Kinder,154

1991; Garćıa Lafuente et al, 2002a).155

The coastline of the eastern basin (shown in Fig. 1 b) has rectangular shape156

with a meridional extent of 166 km and a zonal extent of 606 km plus a 300157

km wide restoring zone, with the exception of a cape extending into the basin158
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Fig. 1 a) Contours of interpolated ETOPO1 bathymetry data in meters (color bar on the
left), for the region surrounding the Alboran Sea. The data was interpolated onto an isotropic
grid in Latitude-Longitude coordinates, with corresponding Cartesian spacing ranging from
1.98 km (north) to 2.02 km (south) between to adjacent grid points. Black contours show
the 100 m, 500 m and 1000 m isobaths. Depths less than 0.1 m are shaded gray. The dashed
rectangle delimits a region of 517 x 85 grid points in zonal and meridional direction, respec-
tively. b) Contours of model bathymetry grid in meters. The grid has the same number of
points in zonal and meridional direction as the dashed rectangle shown in a), and the spacing
between two adjacent points is 2 km in zonal and meridional direction. Black contours show
the same isobaths as in a). White dashes indicate the position of interface- and velocity
restoring zones. c) A close-up of a) for the region surrounding the Strait of Gibraltar (color
bar on the right). The figure shows contours of 70 x 31 grid points. The dashed lines are
referred to in d). d) A close-up of the model grid, showing contours of 70 x 31 grid points.
The dashed lines mark the zonal position of the model sill, contraction and exit (see text).
The lines are extended beyond the figure’s axis frame to show the corresponding positions
in b).

from the southern wall at x=240 km. The transition from the strait exit to159

the flat bottom (which has a depth of 1500 m) is shaped so that the 100 m160

and 500 m isobaths are separated by roughly 25 km at latitudes where they161

are aligned parallel to each other. The cape is removed for some experiments,162

but shown here for completeness.163

The parameters defining the β-plane are f = f0 = 8.57 · 10−5 at y=0 km,164

and β = 1.85 · 10−11 m−1s−1.165

To get an impression of the degree of realism of the topography used in166

this study, Fig. 1a shows a map of the Alboran Sea including the Strait of167

Gibraltar. The dashed rectangle covers approximately the same area as our168

model domain (see figure caption for details).169

Lateral friction acting on the horizontal velocity is expressed via the bihar-170

monic operator and for the basic experiments, a constant viscosity of 4 · 108171

m4/s is used. Experiments with a different value of viscosity will be indicated172

accordingly. The viscosity for bottom friction is set to 10−3 m2/s if the vertical173

extent of the layer (at a given horizontal position) is fully contained within174

10 m distance from the bottom. From 10 m to 20 m above the bottom, the175

viscosity decreases linearly to zero, i.e. bottom friction does not act directly on176
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the upper layer if the interface is located more than 20 m above the bottom.177

We use free slip boundary conditions for velocity in all experiments.178

The initial value for velocity in the two layers is zero everywhere. Initially,179

the upper layer fills the entire volume of the western basin and the lower layer180

thickness is vanishingly small there, i.e. the interface position is placed 1 ·10−9181

m above the bottom. Within the strait, there is a transition zone in which182

the maximum interface depth is lifted linearly to its initial height within the183

eastern basin (ηr), which is constant in the entire eastern basin including the184

restoring zones. Note that in HIM, the intersection of an interface with the185

bottom topography is represented by vanishingly small thickness of all layers186

below that interface in landward direction.187

The only type of external forcing present in our model is a restoring of188

interface height and a damping of horizontal velocity in the restoring zones189

indicated above. The restoring of interface height represents a volume flux190

between density layers through a permeable interface which was previously191

dislocated from its target position, representing a change of density in the192

transferred volume (Hallberg and Rhines, 1996). In quasi-steady state, this193

diapycnal flux associated with buoyancy transformation within the restoring194

column is canceled by isopycnal advection into (or out of) the restoring col-195

umn. No water enters or leaves the domain. The transfer of water between196

layers induces a transfer of horizontal momentum between the layers, and we197

restore the horizontal velocity to zero at the same rate as the interface heights198

are restored to their initial value, i.e. to zero (ηr) at the western (eastern)199

boundary. The target values for restoring and damping are independent of200

time and we are interested in the adjustment of the flow from the initial con-201

dition to a quasi-steady flow pattern. Note that the boundary condition used202

here is implemented in the distributed version of HIM and no modification of203

the code was necessary. The interface is permeable only at the restoring zones.204

3 Spin-up205

We define the spin-up phase as the interval in which the model evolves from206

the initial condition to a state where the layer volumes and the total kinetic207

energy in both layers reach a quasi-steady state. In all experiments described208

here, the volume of the upper (lower) layer increases (decreases) during the209

spin-up phase (not shown). The complete spin-up phase takes up to 6 years210

(not shown) based on a visual inspection of the time series for total layer211

volume and kinetic energy. However, for most experiments the changes of the212

circulation patterns after 5 months are very small (exceptions will be referred213

to in Sec. 6) . Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the interface during the 16-day period214

after initialization, for an experiment with ηr = −20 m and ∆ρ = 2.0 kg/m3.215

At t = 0.5 d (Fig. 2a), upper-layer fluid has been ejected into the eastern basin216

through the exit of the strait. At this stage, the interface in the strait slopes217

upward in northward direction. Westward of the contraction, the interface has218

assumed a shape which thereafter does not change significantly (c.f. Fig. 2219
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Fig. 2 a) Color contours show interface height η in meters in the strait and a part
of the eastern basin, at model time t = 12 hours for an experiment with ηr = −20
m and ∆ρ = 2.0 kg/m3. Arrows show horizontal velocity vectors. b,c,d,e,f) Same for
t = 3.5, 6.5, 9.5, 12.5, 15.5 d. The color scale is identical for all figures.

a-f). The initial interface height in the eastern basin (-20 m) is perturbed220

by waves emanating from the strait’s exit. In the basin, the upper-layer fluid221

ejected from the strait turns southward, leaning against the western boundary222

of the basin. Internal Kelvin waves propagating along the coast in cyclonic223

direction establish a baroclinic current behind the wave (Stern et al, 1982;224

Speich et al, 1996). At t = 3.5 d (Fig. 2b), an anticyclonic gyre has formed225

southward of the exit. The water ejected from the strait bends southward and226

forms the eastern edge of the gyre. When the water impinges onto the western227

wall, a part of it recirculates in the gyre. The other part forms a southward228

boundary current and turns eastward at the corner of the basin. At t = 9.5 d229

(Fig. 2d), the vortex extends to the south-eastward corner of the basin, and230

subsequently (Fig. 2e,f) the stagnation point at the wall separating the gyre231

from the boundary current is displaced eastward along the southern boundary.232

This goes hand in hand with a deepening of the gyre and an increase of its233

zonal extent. Although the circulation patterns do not change significantly234

after 5 months for most runs, the results shown below are averaged data from235

the last year of 3-year model runs. We do this to ensure that the presented236

results are as close to quasi-steady-state as is feasible given our computational237

resources.238
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Fig. 3 a) Thick solid lines show time averaged interface height for BASIC-20 in meters as a
function of y at the three zonal positions annotated in Fig. 1; the sill (red), the contraction
(blue) and the exit (green). Thick dashed lines indicate the interface height in the center of
the channel. The data shown is a time-average over one year. Thin solid lines indicate the
bottom topography at the respective zonal position, and vertical lines are drawn for clarity
at the southernmost and northernmost wet data point. Note that the interface is defined at
the center of cells, and that the actual width of the channel extends one kilometer further
in northward and southward direction than indicated by the vertical lines. b,c,d) Same for
BASIC-40 (b), BASIC-60 (c) and BASIC-80 (d).

4 Sensitivity to ηr239

This section summarizes the sensitivity of the quasi-steady flow to changes of240

ηr. We first focus on the interface within the strait and then describe differences241

in the basin circulation. We make four experiments with varying ηr (-20, -40,242

-60 and -80 m) and fixed ∆ρ = 2 kg/m3, which will be referred to as BASIC-x,243

where x denotes the respective value of ηr used in the experiment.244

Fig. 3 shows the interface height as a function of y at the three zonal245

positions annotated in Fig. 1. The data shown is averaged over the last sim-246

ulation year. The values for the time-mean mid-channel interface depths are247

listed in Table 1), along with the time-mean zonal volume-flux in the upper248

layer (calculated at the contraction) and temporal standard deviation of these249

variables. The mid-channel depths at the sill (red) and the contraction (blue)250

are almost identical in BASIC-20 (Fig. 3a) and BASIC-40 (Fig. 3b). The mid-251

channel depth at the exit (green) is about 21 m shallower in BASIC-20 than252

in BASIC-40. The zonal volume flux in BASIC-40 is reduced by 0.5% com-253

pared to BASIC-20 (Table 1). In BASIC-60 (Fig. 3c), the mid-channel depth254

is 26 m deeper at the exit and about 13 (2) m deeper at the contraction (sill)255

in comparison to BASIC-40. Compared to BASIC-20, the volume flux is re-256

duced by 5%. In BASIC-80, (Fig. 3d), the mid-channel depth is 11 m deeper257

at the exit and about 22 (7) m deeper at the contraction (sill) in comparison258

to BASIC-60. Compared to BASIC-20, the volume flux is reduced by 13%.259
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Mean Q1/Q1
max

Standard Deviation

η Q1 η Q1

Sill Contraction Exit Sill Contraction Exit

BASIC-20 -139.6 -68.6 -50.6 0.894 1.000 3.92 0.31 0.16 0.009
BASIC-40 -139.6 -69.5 -71.7 0.890 0.995 3.95 0.39 0.33 0.008
BASIC-60 -141.7 -82.9 -96.1 0.850 0.950 3.36 0.45 0.35 0.008
BASIC-80 -149.1 -105.1 -107.2 0.776 0.868 1.09 0.02 0.04 0.002

Table 1 Time-mean (column 1-4) and standard deviation (column 6-9) of interface heights
(in meters) and volume flux (in sverdrups) for BASIC experiments. The time-mean of volume
flux and the standard deviations are calculated from snapshots taken every third day during
the third simulation year. Column 5: The ratio of the time-mean of Q1 to the time-mean of
Q1 from BASIC-20, denoted by Q1

max
.

To improve the description of interface shape in the strait and the sur-260

roundings of the exit, Fig. 4 shows time-mean interface height contours in261

that region. Green crosses indicate grid cells where the interface is less than262

0.1 m above the bottom. In the context of this study, the lower layer thickness263

at these points may be considered to be vanishingly thin and the interface264

shape may not be representative for the baroclinic structure of the flow. How-265

ever, we chose not to remove them completely from the figure, because they266

give an impression of the bathymetry and facilitate orientation. In experiment267

BASIC-20 (Fig. 4a) the interface within the strait rises along the eastward268

direction, until it deepens about 15 m between the exit and x=40 km. It then269

rises and deepens again in eastward direction. Disregarding this wavy pattern,270

the overall direction of the contours east of the exit has a southward compo-271

nent. Fig. 4b shows features of the interface within the strait from BASIC-40272

that are not visible in Fig. 3b, i.e. a rising and subsequent abrupt deepening273

along the eastward direction between the contraction and the exit. Eastward274

of the strait, the contours are aligned in eastward direction. In experiment275

BASIC-60 (Fig. 4c), the interface rises in eastward direction and begins to276

deepen within the contraction until the exit. The steady deepening continues277

eastward of the exit, such that the interface contours have a northward com-278

ponent east of the strait. Fig. 4d shows a similar situation, but the deepening279

of the interface between the contraction and the exit and hence the northward280

component of the interface contours, are less pronounced for BASIC-80.281

The data suggests that the model is able to resolve different hydraulic282

regimes in the strait, and that changes of interface height in the initial con-283

dition and at the eastern restoring zone induce changes in the quasi-steady284

hydraulic regime within the strait. In the following we attempt to describe285

the hydraulic states of our model based on analogies with analytical solutions286

of steady, non-viscous, one-dimensional, non-rotating 2-layer hydraulics, and287

use the respective terminology without formal rigor. Farmer and Armi (1986)288

showed that in a channel with rectangular cross section featuring a combi-289

nation of a sill and a contraction, the exchange is maximal if the composite290

Froude number G2 = F 2
1 + F 2

2 is equal to one at the sill and the contraction.291

F 2
i is the densimetric Froude number for layer i and defined by F 2

i = u2i /g
′hi,292
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Fig. 4 a) Color contours show time-mean interface height (in meters) in the region of the
strait for experiment BASIC-20. Green crosses indicate grid points where the interface is less
than 0.1 m above the bottom. The color scale is centered around the time-mean interface
depth at the contraction, the contour increment is 10 m. Note that the interface is defined
at the center of grid cells, and that the actual width of the channel extends one kilometer
further in northward and southward direction than indicated by the gray mask. b,c,d) Same
for BASIC-40 (b), BASIC-60 (c) and BASIC-80 (d).

where ui is the zonal zonal velocity, g′ is the reduced gravity and hi is the293

thickness of the respective layer. The solid colored lines in Fig. 5a show the294

time-average of G at y=0 km as a function of zonal distance, where the time-295

average is the mean of G2 calculated from snapshots taken every three days296

within the last model year. In all experiments (denoted by different colors), a297

zero crossing of G2 − 1 occurs between the first and second grid cell counting298

westward from the strait and the values of G2 are below one between the sill299

and the contraction. In experiments BASIC-20 and BASIC-40, G2 − 1 crosses300

zero at the contraction and G2 increases to over 1.5 between the contraction301

and the exit. Eastward of the exit, G2 oscillates between values of about 1.5 to302

2.8 in BASIC-20, whereas in BASIC-40, G2 falls to roughly one within a dis-303

tance of 5 km from the exit. BASIC-60 and BASIC-80 have a local maximum304

of G2 around the contraction with values below one, and westward of the exit305

G2 steadily decreases. The time-averaged upper-layer Froude Number F 2
1 at306

y=0 km (Fig. 5a, circles) is almost identical to G2 eastward of x=5 km. This is307

because the contribution of the lower-layer Froude Number is small, due to the308

large thickness and correspondingly small velocities everywhere except in the309

vicinity of the sill (and westward thereof). The time-averaged interface heights310

at y=0 km are plotted in Fig. 5b. The shape of the interfaces eastward of x=5311

km is similar to the shapes of the G2, in accordance with the notion that the312

thickness (and corresponding velocity) of the upper layer are the dominant313

contribution to G2.314
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Note that the significance of the Composite Froude Number G2 as an in-315

dicator of maximal exchange in non-rotating straits is established only for316

channels with rectangular cross-section (Farmer and Armi, 1986), and G2 can317

be modified to take into account triangular cross sections (Henderson, 1966;318

Bormans and Garrett, 1989b; Bryden and Kinder, 1991). The modified Com-319

posite Froude Number G2
triang (e.g. Eq. 5.4 of Bormans and Garrett, 1989b)320

is shown as triangles in Fig. 5a for the section within the strait, and it can be321

seen that both definitions of the Composite Froude Number have similar val-322

ues eastward of x=0 km. Eastward of the exit G2
triang is not shown, since the323

topography used in this study does not have triangular cross-sections eastward324

of the strait, and therefore it would be difficult to argue that G2
triang is a phys-325

ically more relevant number than G2. The values of G2
triang are much closer326

to one than G2 at the sill, suggesting that the bias of G2 as an indicator of327

critical flow in our strait gets larger as the ratio of upper- to lower-layer depth328

increases. However, note that the significance of both G2 and G2
triang for the329

respective geometry rests upon the assumption that the flow is non-rotating330

and one-dimensional, in the sense that there are no variations of interface331

height and zonal velocity in the meridional direction (Bormans and Garrett,332

1989a; Dalziel, 1991). Here, both G2 and G2
triang are evaluated as a function333

of the interface height and zonal velocity at y=0 km, i.e. meridional variations334

of these variables are simply neglected.335

Despite these causes for caution, we think that G2 as evaluated above is336

a useful number for classifying different exchange regimes in the experiment337

presented here. In the following we focus on the horizontal distribution of the338

time-averaged upper-layer Froude number, which is the dominant contribution339

to G2 eastward of the sill.340

Fig. 6 shows the time-averaged upper-layer Froude number Fr1 = u1/
√
g′h1341

as a function of horizontal location, i.e. u1 and h1 are evaluated at the respec-342

tive horizontal position. In BASIC-20 (Fig. 6a), the Froude number between343

the contraction and the exit is larger than one in the northern half of the strait344

and increasing in eastward direction almost throughout the entire meridional345

extent of the strait. Eastward of the exit the undulating pattern is similar to346

the pattern of the interface shape shown in Fig. 3a, and the Froude number at-347

tains maximum values of more than 1.5. BASIC-40 (Fig. 6b) shows an almost348

identical distribution of Fr1 westward of the contraction (note the different349

color scale), but, contrary to BASIC-20, the Froude number is approximately350

constant from x=25 km eastward. At the exit it attains values greater than351

one within an approximately 4 km wide patch extending eastward. In BASIC-352

60 (Fig. 6c) the contour Fr1 = 1 has the shape of a semi-circle attached to353

the north shore of the contraction and from x=17 km eastward, the values are354

below one through the entire meridional extent of the strait. BASIC-80 (Fig.355

6d) shows Froude numbers below one in the entire strait, except for several356

points at the north shore west of the contraction, where the interface is located357

within a distance of 0.1 m from the bottom.358
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Fig. 5 a) Solid colored lines (triangles) show the time-averaged Composite Froude Number
G2 (G2

triang) within the strait and eastward of the exit, as a function of zonal distance. The

horizontal solid black line shows G2 = 1. Circles show the time-averaged upper-layer Froude
Number F 2

1 . All variables are evaluated at y=0. b) Interface depth η at y = 0 (solid) and
averaged over a 5-gridpoint window (dashed). The color code is the same as in a).
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Fig. 6 a) Color contours show time-averaged upper-layer Froude number Fr1 = u1/
√
g′h1

in the region of the strait for experiment BASIC-20. The contour intervals are 0.25 and
the black contour line indicates Fr=1. White crosses show grid points where the interface
is less than 0.1 m above the bottom. b,c) Same for BASIC-40 (b), BASIC-60 (c). Note the
different contour spacing. d) Same for BASIC-80, except that contour intervals are 0.1.
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The flow in BASIC-20 may be closest to the maximal exchange regime, as359

suggested by the facts that the interface at the exit is shallower than at the360

contraction, and that the Froude number between the contraction and the exit361

is larger than one in the northern half of the strait and increasing in eastward362

direction almost throughout the entire meridional extent of the strait. The su-363

percritical flow eastward of the exit is associated with the undulating pattern364

of the interface (and Froude number distribution). It is clear that the repre-365

sentation of supercritical flow in our model consisting of two immiscible layers366

with small interfacial friction is very limited; In reality, the stratified turbu-367

lence generated by such flows causes strong vertical mixing and dissipation of368

mechanical energy.369

In BASIC-40, the interface at the exit drops by 21 m in comparison to370

BASIC-20, but remains at about the same height at the sill and the contrac-371

tion. The fact that significant changes in upstream conditions do not cause372

significant changes at the sill and contraction is characteristic of exchange373

close to maximal, an interpretation that is supported by the fact that the374

transport (Table 1, column 5) is only 0.5 % lower than that of BASIC-20,375

which is a small reduction relative to those seen in BASIC-60 and BASIC-80.376

The (incomplete) transition of the upper layer flow from supercritical to sub-377

critical within the northern half of the strait takes the form of an undulating378

wave associated with an abrupt deepening of the interface. The abrupt deep-379

ening extends to the south shore of the strait, to latitudes at which the flow380

is subcritical throughout the entire zonal extent of the strait. Eastward of the381

undulating wave, the interface contours are aligned close to due East.382

The significant drop of 13 m at the contraction in BASIC-60 compared383

to BASIC-40 indicates that BASIC-60 is in the submaximal regime, although384

the Froude number still exceeds one in a semi-circular region extending south385

from the north shore. Compared to BASIC-80, where the interface height is386

about the same at the exit and the contraction, the interface in BASIC-60 is387

shallower at the contraction than at the exit. Eastward of the semi-circular388

region characterized by Fr1 > 1, the interface deepens abruptly. This abrupt389

deepening blends into a smoother deepening southward, so that the deepening390

of the interface from the contraction to the exit is overall smoother than in391

BASIC-40 and extends into the basin. The Froude number of BASIC-80 does392

not reach values of one between the contraction and the exit, which suggests393

that the exchange is submaximal in this experiment.394

A further assessment of the analogies between the numerical model used395

here and analytical studies about 2-layer hydraulics is beyond the scope of this396

study. The objective here is to suggest that our numerical model with a hori-397

zontal resolution of 2-km captures differences between exchange regimes that398

are in qualitative agreement with analytical results. In our modeling frame-399

work these differences extend into the eastern basin, raising the question of400

how they influence dimension and location of the gyre which forms adjacent401

to the strait.402

Fig. 7 displays time-mean interface height (in meters) in the eastern basin,403

and shows that for all BASIC experiments an anticylonic gyre occupies the404
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south-western corner of the basin. A yellow dot marks the location of maximum405

interface depth, which is -123.1 m (BASIC-20, Fig. 7a), -131.6 m (BASIC-406

40, Fig. 7b), -143.8 m (BASIC-60, Fig. 7c) and -146.8 m (BASIC-80, Fig.407

7d). We chose to display η with a color axis centered around the respective408

time-mean interface depth at the contraction (cf. Tab 1). The overall shape409

of the interface in the basin is rather similar in all experiments, featuring410

an anticyclonic gyre and a density front along the southern boundary. The411

variations of the angle at which the jet ejects into the basin cause minor412

changes in the meridional extension of the gyre. The experiment with the413

largest northward excursion of the jet axis is BASIC-60, in agreement with414

what we expect from comparing Figs. 4a-d. In experiment BASIC-20 (Fig.415

6a), a cyclone of dimension similar to that of the anticyclone is located in the416

north-western corner of the domain. The front that delimits the anticyclonic417

gyre aligns parallel to the southern boundary at some zonal position, thus418

bounding the eastward extent of the gyre. The zonal dimension of the gyre419

decreases with increasing restoring depth, by values on the order of 10 km.420

The depression of the interface in the center of the gyre with respect to the421

initial condition (ηr) is -103.1 m (BASIC-20), -91.6 m (BASIC-40), -83.8 m422

(BASIC-60) and -66.8 m (BASIC-80), showing that for fixed ∆ρ, the anomaly423

of upper-layer thickness in the center of the anticyclonic lens decreases with424

the horizontal dimension of the gyre.425

5 Density difference426

To study the sensitivity of the results shown above to ∆ρ, we repeat the exper-427

iments with ∆ρ = 1.5 kg/m3 (experiment LIGHT) and ∆ρ = 2.5 (experiment428

DENSE) kg/m3. The choice of this range of values is guided by the notion that429

the quasi-steady, salinity dominated buoyancy transport through the Strait of430

Gibraltar is ultimately caused by evaporation over the Mediterranean on large431

time scales (Bryden and Stommel, 1984, see Appendix).432

A comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows the variation of mid-strait interface433

positions with density. Interface depths at the sill, the contraction and the exit434

generally decrease with increasing density difference. The values differ by not435

more than 10 m between LIGHT and DENSE experiments, except for the436

experiment with ηr = −60 m, for which the values differ by about 13 m at the437

contraction. The time-mean volume flux Q1 increases with ∆ρ as expected.438

Likewise, the standard deviation of all values generally increases with ∆ρ. Fig.439

8 shows the volume flux Q1 as a function of the interface height at the exit440

at y=0 for the three groups LIGHT (blue), BASIC (green) and DENSE (red),441

each consisting of four different experiments (ηr=-20,-40,-60,-80 m) . The442

curves become flatter as the interface depth at the channel exit is decreased,443

indicating that the exchange becomes closer to maximal. The shape of the444

three curves are similar to each other and the offset along the vertical axis445

indicates the increased transport as ∆ρ grows. As mentioned above, the curves446

are also shifted along the horizontal axis towards shallower interface depths447
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Fig. 7 a) Color contours show time-mean interface height (in meters) in the strait and
eastern basin excluding restoring zones for experiment BASIC-20. The color scale is identical
to Fig. 4a. A yellow dot marks the location of maximum interface depth in the eastern basin.
The black solid line is the -120 m contour. b) Same for BASIC-40. The black dashed line
is the -130 m contour. c) Same for BASIC-60. The black dotted line is the -140 m contour.
d) Same for BASIC-80.

for increasing ∆ρ, for reasons which are not clear to us. We hypothesize that448

the increased along-strait pressure gradients for larger density differences of449

the free-surface model used here leads to a larger along-strait slope of both the450

free surface and the interface (of opposite sign). This could lead to a heaving451

of the interface at the exit. However, this feature is not central to a discussion452

of the results presented here and we do not pursue it further.453
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Fig. 8 The volume flux Q1 as a function of the interface height at the exit at y=0 for the
LIGHT (BASIC, DENSE) experiments is shown in blue (green, red).

Mean Q1/Q1
max

Standard Deviation

η Q1 η Q1

Sill Contraction Exit Sill Contraction Exit

LIGHT-20 -143.1 -69.8 -53.6 0.749 1.000 0.98 0.02 0.07 0.000
LIGHT-40 -143.3 -71.8 -76.4 0.744 0.994 0.98 0.03 0.17 0.000
LIGHT-60 -146.2 -90.6 -99.2 0.723 0.966 0.92 0.07 0.02 0.000
LIGHT-80 -154.3 -107.9 -109.1 0.638 0.852 1.73 0.15 0.38 0.013

DENSE-20 -137.1 -67.9 -48.6 1.024 1.000 4.23 0.52 0.18 0.014
DENSE-40 -137.1 -68.4 -71.6 1.019 0.995 4.45 0.55 0.45 0.016
DENSE-60 -138.5 -77.4 -93.2 0.995 0.972 4.43 1.18 0.61 0.016
DENSE-80 -146.2 -102.4 -105.0 0.894 0.873 3.39 0.59 0.95 0.024

Table 2 Time-mean (column 1-4) and standard deviation (column 6-9) of interface heights
(in meters) and volume flux (in sverdrups) for LIGHT and DENSE experiments. The time-
mean of volume flux and the standard deviations are calculated from snapshots taken every
third day during the third simulation year. Column 5: The ratio of the time-mean of Q1 to
the time-mean of Q1 from LIGHT-20 (first 4 lines) and DENSE-20 (last 4 lines).

The meridional slope of the interface generally decreases for increasing ∆ρ454

(not shown), as we expect due to the corresponding increase of the deformation455

radius.456

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the interface shape in the strait between457

DENSE-20 (Fig. 9a) and LIGHT-20 (Fig. 9b). Like in BASIC-20,458

the interface has an undulating shape east of the exit, and the am-459

plitude of this wavy pattern increases with ∆ρ within the three ex-460

periments. The experiments DENSE-40 (Fig. 9c), BASIC-40 (Fig.461

4b) and LIGHT-40 (Fig. 9d) show a similar tendency for the deepen-462

ing of the interface between the contraction and the exit, which becomes less463
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Fig. 9 a) Color contours show time-mean interface height (in meters) in the region of the
strait for experiment DENSE-20. Green crosses indicate grid points where the interface is
less than 0.1 m above the bottom. The color scale is centered around the time-mean interface
depth at the contraction, the contour increment is 10 m. Note that the interface is defined
at the center of grid cells, and that the actual width of the channel extends one kilometer
further in northward and southward direction than indicated by the gray mask. b,c,d) Same
for LIGHT-20 (b), DENSE-40 (c) and LIGHT-40 (d).

abrupt with decreasing ∆ρ. In this case, the changes of the interface shape464

within the strait affects the orientation of interface contours east of the exit,465

which rotate slightly northward with decreasing ∆ρ.466

Despite these differences, the qualitative sensitivity of the interface shape467

within the strait to ηr is similar for all values of ∆ρ considered here, i.e. the468

hydraulic regime and the interface shape within the strait are set by ηr, and469

increasing ∆ρ for fixed ηr increases the vertical velocity shear and therefore470

the exchange rate for the respective hydraulic regime.471

The ensembles of experiments with fixed ηr (e.g. LIGHT-20, BASIC-20,472

DENSE-20) allow us to compare the sensitivity of the horizontal dimensions473

of the anticyclone in the basin to varying intensity of inflow at the strait,474

while leaving the hydraulic regime in the strait and the undisturbed upper-475

layer thickness in the basin unchanged. The results indicate that for fixed476

ηr, the zonal extent of the gyre increases with ∆ρ a distance on the order477

of 10 km (not shown). The anomaly of upper-layer thickness in the center of478

the gyre is -117.6 (-94.2) m, -109.8 (-80.2) m, -96.2 (-76.8) m, -78.0 (-61.3)479

m for LIGHT-20 (DENSE-20), LIGHT-40 (DENSE-40), LIGHT-60 (DENSE-480

60) and LIGHT-80 (DENSE-80), respectively. For fixed ηr, the anomaly of481

upper-layer thickness therefore decreases with increasing ∆ρ, agreeing with482

the notion that a larger density difference in the basin causes less vertical483

squeezing of the lower layer water beneath the anticyclonic lens. We conclude484

that the anticyclonic upper-layer lens becomes wider and thinner when ∆ρ is485

increased.486
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6 Coastline geometry of the eastern basin487

In all experiments presented so far, an eastward boundary current forms along488

the southern boundary of the eastward basin and stays attached to that bound-489

ary. The jet of Atlantic water in the Alboran basin often forms a number of490

anticyclonic gyres (e.g. Lanoix, 1974; Perkins et al, 1990; Viúdez et al, 1996;491

Renault et al, 2012). We test if our model produces a second gyre by attaching492

a cape on the southern boundary, which approximately represents Cape Tres493

Forcas on the Moroccan coast (see Fig. 1). In these CAPE experiments, the494

biharmonic viscosity is set to B = 1.33 · 109 m2/s, to mitigate an instability495

developing at the northern boundary of the domain.496

First we describe briefly the spin-up phase of CAPE-20. Fig. 10a shows the497

interface height in the eastern basin 6 days after model startup. The bound-498

ary current around the cape has an asymmetric shape, and an anticyclonic499

gyre starts to develop on its downstream side (Fig. 10b). About 5 weeks after500

startup (Fig. 10c), this anticyclone has roughly the same horizontal dimen-501

sions as the anticyclone in the south-western corner. Figs. 10d-f show the502

interaction of the upper-layer flow with the northern boundary. At t = 114503

days, the gyre extends to the northern boundary. Further growth (t = 123504

d) deflects the northward flowing jet towards the northern boundary, which505

causes the development of a stagnation point, the splitting of the jet and the506

establishment of a westward boundary current. The westward branch turns507

southward at the western boundary of the basin, impinging from northward508

direction onto the upper-layer jet at the exit of the strait and deflecting it509

southward before finally blending into it. The deflection of the jet causes a510

deformation of the interface within the strait between the contraction and the511

exit (not shown). At t = 132 days, the cyclonic circulation along the northern512

and western boundary has decreased, and the interface within the strait has513

risen to assume its previous shape.514

Fig. 11a shows the interface height of experiment CAPE-20 in the eastern515

basin , averaged over the third model year. The zonal extent of the eastern gyre516

is about 170 km, which is slightly larger than it was four months after model517

startup. Before the front attaches to the northern boundary, it is split into an518

eastward and a westward branch. The eastward branch subsequently detaches519

from the northern boundary and flows southward. The numerical instability520

that led us to increase the horizontal viscosity occurs slightly westward of521

the point of detachment. The horizontal shape of the western gyre is not as522

sensitive to the restoring depth as in the previous experiments, which may be523

due to the influence of the cyclonic circulation along the northern and western524

boundary525

Experiment CAPE-40 (Fig. 11b) features a larger eastern anticyclonic gyre.526

In experiment CAPE-60 (Fig. 11c), the zonal extent of the gyre continues to527

grow for about 10 months after start-up, until it extends from the eastern side528

of the cape to the restoring zone at the eastern boundary. The same holds529

for experiment CAPE-80 (Fig. 11d). It should be mentioned here that even530

the smallest eastern anticyclone from CAPE-20 is larger than those usually531
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Fig. 10 a) Color contours show interface height in meters in the strait and a part
of the eastern basin, at model time t = 6 days for CAPE-20. b,c,d,e,f) Same for
t = 21, 36, 114, 123, 132 d. The color scale is identical for all figures.

observed in the Alboran Sea. This could have a variety of reasons, such as532

the poor vertical resolution of the model, the schematic representation of the533

coastline or the absence of topography. However, the experiment shows that534

(1) the mere existence of a second anticyclone in our simple model depends535

on the attachment of a cape on the southern boundary and the consequent536

separation of the boundary current, and that (2) the gyre size strongly depends537

on the interface height at the eastern boundary.538

In another series of experiments with attached cape, we studied the sensi-539

tivity of the circulation to the inclusion of a continental shelf along the bound-540

ary representing the African continent (not shown). Soon after initialization of541

the model, anticyclones develop at the same locations as in experiment CAPE.542

A new feature of the series with shelf is the development of a cyclonic vor-543

tex immediately westward of each anticyclone, forming a cyclone-anticyclone544

couple both southward of the strait and downstream of the cape. The cyclone545

southward of the strait remains stable during the simulation and appears in546

the time-average of the solution representing the quasi-steady state (Fig. 12).547

To our knowledge, such a vortex dipole has not been observed to be a common548

circulation pattern in the Alboran Sea, and may therefore be an artefact spe-549

cific to our experimental setup. We attribute its occurrence, and especially its550

prominent size, to the unrealistic representation of the south-western coastline551

as a rectangular corner. An interesting feature is that the upper-layer jet does552

not attach to the southern boundary westward of the cape, which is probably553

due to the fact that the upper-layer lens in the south-western corner takes up554
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Fig. 11 a) Color contours show time-mean interface height (in meters) in the strait and
eastern basin excluding restoring zones for experiment CAPE-20. The black solid line is the
-120 m contour. b) Same for CAPE-40. The black dashed line is the -130 m contour. c)
Same for CAPE-60. d) Same for CAPE-80.

more space than in the experiments without shelf (mainly because the cyclone555

occupies a lot of space). The jet impinges from north-westward direction556

onto the tip of the cape, and attaches to the southern boundary eastward of557

the cape without forming an anticyclone (Fig. 12).558

Based on these results it seems that the inclusion of a shelf without559

a better representation of the coastline does not necessarily lead to a more560

realistic circulation. On the other hand, the experiments with shelf are valuable561

since they (rather fortuitously) demonstrate that the existence of a cape is562
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Fig. 12 Color contours show time-mean interface height (in meters) in the strait and east-
ern basin excluding restoring zones for an experiment with ηr = −40 m and with a
continental shelf attached along the African coastline. The black solid (dashed, dotted) line
is the -120 m (-130m, -140m) contour.

not a sufficient condition to generate a second anticyclone in the basin; The563

process of boundary current separation and the development of an anticyclone564

downstream of the cape can only set in when the Atlantic Jet flows parallel to565

the southern boundary westward of the cape, such that the cape deflects the566

jet in north-eastward direction and separates at the tip of the cape (as shown567

in Fig. 10).568

7 Summary and Discussion569

In this study we described the solutions of a numerical two-layer primitive-570

equation model of an idealized Strait of Gibraltar and an adjacent eastward571

basin with flat bottom. In an experiment with a basin bounded by rectangular572

coastlines, the quasi-steady circulation pattern featured an anticyclonic gyre573

southward of the strait exit, and an eastward boundary current attached to574

the southern boundary of the basin. The initial values of upper-layer depth in575

the basin and the target interface height at the eastern boundary were limited576

to a range for which the flow through the strait adjusts to different hydraulic577

regimes. The experiments underline that remote downstream condi-578

tions (with respect to the Atlantic layer) play an important role579

in the establishment of specific hydraulic regimes within the strait.580

Concerning the intensive debate in the literature about which pro-581

cesses trigger regime shifts on seasonal to inter-annual time-scales,582

progress might be made by further exploring the coupling between583

the flow around Gibraltar and relatively remote regions such as the584

Eastern Alboran Sea. The variation of the target interface height caused585

minor changes of the upper-layer circulation pattern in a basin with rectan-586

gular coastline. We observed small variations of the angle at which the jet587

ejected into the basin, which are probably due to changes of the hydraulics588

within the strait. The horizontal dimensions of the gyre and the anomaly of589

upper-layer thickness decreased when the unperturbed upper-layer thickness590

was increased. On the one hand this is not surprising, since the exchange591

through the strait decreased accordingly and supplied less water into a thicker592
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upper layer in the basin. On the other hand, this issue needed to be carefully593

assessed, most of all because the change of supply is relatively small compared594

to the change of the upper-layer thickness in the basin for exchanges which595

are close to maximal. In another series of experiments, we varied the density596

difference between the layers and so modified the supply of upper-layer wa-597

ter into the basin without changing the hydraulic regime in the strait and598

the upper-layer thickness in the basin. The anticyclonic gyre became larger in599

diameter and thinner when the density difference increased.600

Summarizing, we find that the gyre’s horizontal dimensions increase with601

the inflow velocity in all experiments with rectangular coastline, independent602

of whether the increase of the inflow is caused by a shallower interface in the603

eastern basin or a larger density difference. Another noteworthy implication604

of the experiments is that a regime shift in the strait does not necessarily go605

hand in hand with a change of thickness of the anticyclone. For example, the606

interface in the basin could rise and drive the exchange through the strait607

towards maximal. At the same time, a warming (or freshening) of the upper-608

layer could counteract the rise of the interface within the anticyclone and result609

in zero heaving of the interface in the gyre’s center.610

The density front at the southern boundary was attached to the bound-611

ary until the jet entered the restoring zone. Some of the idealized numerical612

experiments with rectangular basin conducted by other authors produced a613

meandering Atlantic jet that formed a series of anticyclonic gyres aligned in614

westward direction (e.g. Preller, 1986; Werner et al, 1988). In our model, the615

attachment of a cape at the southern boundary of the channel was necessary616

to establish a second anticyclonic gyre in the basin. We speculate that the617

process of current separation (Klinger, 1994) initiating the formation of the618

western gyre and the eastern gyre may be similar. It follows that one possible619

cause for the observed occasional disappearance of the Eastern Alboran Gyre620

could be the accumulation of water to the west of Cape Tres Forcas. This621

could dislocate the Atlantic Jet away from the boundary westward of the cape622

and so prevented it from separating at the cape.623

Obviously, the circulation is very sensitive to coastline features and possi-624

bly topography, indicating that it may be insightful to use a two-layer model625

with realistic ocean bathymetry. In this context it is important to note that the626

inclusion of topography has a pronounced effect on the flow towards the strait627

in the lower-layer, which is then controlled by topographic steering. Preller628

(1986) showed that the lower-layer flow in her model is confined to the south-629

ern shelf, and that enhanced baroclinic interactions in this region affect the630

upper-layer circulation. This lower-layer water eventually flows through the631

strait into the western basin and therefore corresponds to Mediterranean Out-632

flow Water. Invoking classical sketches of the circulation in the Alb-633

oran Sea, such a topographically steered westward current leaning634

against the southern boundary of the Alboran Sea would probably635

represent some portion of Mediterranean Deep Waters (Bryden and636

Stommel, 1982). Indeed, serveral studies confirm the contribution637

of Deep Waters to the Mediterranean Outflow (Kinder and Parrilla,638
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1987; Millot, 2009) while others reveal the underlying physical mech-639

anisms (Stommel et al, 1973; Bryden and Stommel, 1982; Parrilla640

et al, 1986; Naranjo et al, 2012). However, a considerable contri-641

bution to Mediterranean Outflow Water comes from Intermediate642

Waters, which enter the Alboran Sea leaning against the Iberian643

slope and follow a cylonic path within the Alboran Basin (Mil-644

lot, 1999, 2009). Since Intermediate Waters generally lie between645

Deep Waters and the Atlantic layer, we assume that a representa-646

tion of Intermediate Water circulation is at least equally important647

as Deep Water circulation when stuying the effect of baroclinic in-648

teraction on the Atlantic layer. We conclude that in the context of649

the present study, which is mainly concerned with the flow pattern650

of the Atlantic layer, the inclusion of realistic topography should651

be accompanied with an elaborate eastern boundary condition and652

a refinement of the model’s vertical resolution, to accurately rep-653

resent the advection of the distinct Mediterranean Waters through654

the eastern boundary.655

The zonal dimension of the eastern gyre in our model is strongly dependent656

on ηr and the anticyclonic gyre fills the entire basin east of the cape when657

ηr ≤-60 m. In this case the zonal extent of the gyre seems to be bounded only658

by the presence of the restoring zone, which forces the jet to detach from the659

northern boundary of the domain. Tintoré et al (1994) argues that the presence660

of the Almeria-Oran front, which coincides with the eastern edge of the Eastern661

Alboran Gyre, implies the presence of MW at the surface near Cape Gata, and662

that the non-existence of the front is associated with north-eastward spreading663

of MAW as far as the Sill of Ibiza. Furthermore, Renault et al (2012) suggest664

that the anomalous presence of the Eastern Anticyclonic Gyre (and therefore665

the Almeria-Oran front) is related to the southern transport of Mediterranean666

water through the Ibiza Channel. In our study, it is the interface height that667

determines the formation of a front at a location roughly identical to where668

the Almeria-Oran front is located. However, the significance of this result may669

be compromised by the appearance of a numerical instability in our model,670

which possibly deteriorates the solution at the location of detachment from671

the northern boundary.672

Additional experiments are needed to understand the impact of reservoir673

conditions westward of the strait. Further development of the model may in-674

clude an extension to three vertical layers, the inclusion of realistic topography675

in the basin, and a formulation of an eastward boundary condition that incor-676

porates westward-propagating signals of the model variables.677

Appendix678

In our modeling approach, the buoyancy gain of the eastern basin by the679

flow through the strait is canceled by the buoyancy loss within the restor-680

ing column at the eastern boundary (in quasi-steady state after the spin-up681
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phase). To preserve some analogy between the model and reality, the intensity682

of this buoyancy loss should be representative for the time-averaged, area-683

integrated evaporative buoyancy loss over the Mediterranean. Following Bry-684

den and Stommel (1984), we use a linearized equation of state and neglect the685

thermal contributions to density changes. The salt export from the eastern686

basin by the purely baroclinic flow through our model-strait must then be in687

a range that can be canceled by a hypothetical barotropic inflow (and associ-688

ated salinity import) through the strait which is in agreement with reasonable689

estimates for freshwater deficit.690

For simplicity we assume here that the addition of a barotropic component691

E to the velocity profile within the strait does not change the baroclinic struc-692

ture of the flow. In the following we assume Q2 = −Q1, where Q represents693

the time-averaged volume flux. Using a linearized equation of state with the694

parameters ρ(S) = ρ0 + ρ′ = ρ0(1 + β(S − S0)) with S0 = 36.5, β = 7.5 · 10−4695

and ρ0 = 1027.6 kg/m3, we search for a barotropic volume flux E satisfying:696

Q̃i := Qi +
E

2
(implying Q̃1 + Q̃2 = E) (1)

S1Q̃1 + S2Q̃2 = 0. (2)

Setting S1 = S0, we find for ∆ρ = 2 kg/m3 (or equivalently S2 = 39.10697

PSU) and Q1 from BASIC-20 (Table 1): E=0.061 Sv. For ∆ρ = 1.5 kg/m3
698

(S2 = 38.45 PSU) and Q1 from LIGHT-20 (Table 2): E=0.039 Sv. For ∆ρ =699

2.5 kg/m3 (S2 = 39.74 PSU) and Q1 from DENSE-20 (Table 2): 0.087 Sv. The700

difference between these values for E are in the same range of magnitude as701

the differences between estimates for mean freshwater deficit over the Mediter-702

ranean from observations. For example, Romanou et al (2010) report a mean703

freshwater deficit over the Mediterranean and Black Sea of 0.07 Sv. based on704

satellite data. Mariotti et al (2002) estimate the mean Mediterranean Sea wa-705

ter loss from reanalysis and observational data to be in the range from 0.04706

Sv to 0.056 Sv. In this context it is instructive to determine the influence of707

rotation on the transport through the strait. Repeating experiment BASIC-20708

with f = β = 0 yields Q1=1.053 Sv (E=0.072 Sv), which is an increase of709

almost 18% compared to Q1 from BASIC-20. To compare this 2-dimensional710

non-rotating solution with the maximal-exchange solution of a one-dimensional711

non-rotating model, we adjust the model used by Bryden and Kinder (1991)712

by setting the parameters for strait width at the sill and the contraction to the713

values of our model topography (22 km and 14 km, respectively), and obtain714

from their equation (22) Q1=1.025 Sv.715

Notes716

All configuration files of the numerical model and scripts for data processing717

can be accessed at http://www.github.com/poidl/article gib1.718
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